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What is Lean Coffee?

Networking Meeting Format Idea Generation

Facilitation Method Problem Solving Timekeeper

Structured but 
agenda-less 
meetings focused 
on topics that are 
important to the 
group.
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Tools of Lean Coffee
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Tools for Virtual Lean Coffee

https://www.mural.co/

https://jamboard.google.com

https://miro.com/

https://www.mural.co/
https://jamboard.google.com/
https://miro.com/
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Free Templates
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Running a Lean Coffee?

i. Create three categories: Ideas, To Do, Discussion, Done.

Set up a personal Kanban

i. Each participant writes down ideas on sticky notes

ii.Once each participant has written their topics, they will briefly explain them to the group.

Determine what to discuss

i. Each person in the group vote on selected topics to determine which items are most popular with the group. 

ii.Each participant gets threes votes. They can place votes by putting tic marks on the sticky notes. The participants can place all three of their votes on 
one topic if they are very interested in that specific item or spread the vote among other topics.

Vote and Talk

i. Start group discussion on the sticky notes with the most votes. 

ii.The facilitator will set a timer for ten minutes. After the allocated time is up, the group will vote to continue the discuss ion for five minutes or move to 
the next topic. 

iii.It is a simple thumbs up or thumbs down vote. Continue moving to the next discussion topic and repeat until meeting time is complete

Discuss Items:

i. Save 10 minutes at the end of the session to discuss key takeaways and next steps.

Discuss Takeaways:
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Ready, Set, Go!

Personal 
Kanban

Idea 
Generation

Priority 
Vote

Discuss 
Topic

Discuss 
Takeaways
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www.leancoffee.club

http://www.leancoffeee.club/
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Contact

Isaac B. Mitchell

1-865-228-7429

Isaac.Mitchell@BalladHealth.org

www.isaacbmitchell.com

@isaacmitchell

www.linkedin.com/in/isaacmitchell



Remember to complete your evaluation for this session within the app!

Q&A


